Anne Hooper

Anne Hooper is a British sex therapist[1] and author, who pioneered therapy groups for women with sex problems in the 1970s and 1980s and who wrote UK newspaper columns on the subject of human sexuality in the 1990s. Hooper is the founder of the Tetbury Film Society and now works with the British Federation of Film Societies in South West to further film viewing in remote regions of South West England. References. ^ Murray, Linda (13 February 1993). "Sex By The Book: Sizing Up The Bedside Reading". The Dispatch. p. 19. Retrieved 12 August 2010. In Sex Q & A world-renowned therapist Anne Hooper draws on her expertise to provide frank, explicit, and reassuring answers to the hundreds of questions we all have. Anne answers questions that are specific to men, women, single people, and couples. Whether you have questions about technique (How do I give oral sex?), or you are concerned with emotional matters (How can I learn to trust my partner?), Sex Q & A relieves anxiety, increases knowledge, and ultimately improves everyone's experience of lovemaking. Sex Q & A is packed with erotic tips on the hottest sex games, toys, Anne Hooper is a practising sex therapist and realtionship counsellor in Britain and the US. In addition to being a best-selling author, Anne Hooper is founder of the women's sexuality Workshop and a former director of the Forum Clinic. Her many best-selling titles published by DK include Anne Hooper's Kama Sutra, Pocket Sex Guide and Sex Q&A. Key Features. Author(s). Anne Hooper. Publisher. Dorling Kindersley Ltd.